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Before you b,uy,a eNC Gea'r
---=-~-- Inspe,ction System, ,ask

these four questions

1. Can we'get complete inspection of
both gears and cuUingtools?
With the, 1M&. MaC 3000 System, tn.9 answer is
~. TM system will test lead and iinvolute profile
eharaetanstles ,0I lnternalor extemall gears and splines.
It is the only universal g,ear tester available which provides
true index testingl without expensive, attachments. In addition,
we have fully·developed software for checking hubs, shaver
cutters, shaper cutters, and other cyllndricall parts such as
worms and cams.

Hob Pressure Angle Check Shave!' Cutler lea.d Check

2. Can you 'customize so.ftware to meet our quality-
inspection specifications?
At M & M Precision, we write and develop our own inspection
software. Our technical team can and has implemented in-
spection specUlcations into specific software for individual re-
quirements. Our current library Includes, line/curve fitting as
well as modified K·chari analysis routines.

Line/CUNe FIIliIlQ

See us' a.t liMITS '90,
Boothl #3710'.

3. OK, you can inspect gears
and cutting tools. What else lisavaUabl'eto

aid us in quality eentrol of the manufacturing
process?

At M & 1M! Precision, we have fully integrated such advanced
software, packages as Statisticali Process Controll and Tooth
Topogr.ap'hy into our standard test'ing software. Our SPC pro~
gram can idenbly non-random variations and provide early
w.arning of variations which are approachin9 tolerance limits.
Our Tooth Topography software features automatic testing of
lead and involute at multiple locations and provides two-and
three-dimensional graphics.

SPC Run Chart TopologiCal Map

4. Do you have the technical support team and in-
sta'llation experience to back up the hardware and
software provided?
At M & M P,recision, we have a technical team with over 45
man-years of experience in developing CNC gear inspection
hardware and software. All software for our QC 3000 System
has been developed in-house. In addition, we have working
installations at these leading companies:

• Genera'i Motors • Cincinnati Milacron
• TRW • Chrysler
• Ford Motor • Pratt & Whitney
• Warner Gear • Rocketdyne

For details on olliradvanced ac 3000 System and available
software, contact M & M Precision Systems, 3001Progress,
Road, West Carrollton" Ohio 4544'9, 513l659-8273.

'M&M PAEC/S/eN
SYSTEMS

AN ACME CLEVEL.t\ND CQM"PANY

CIRCtE A-4 ONI READER R;EPlYCARD



'I'~'. JO. urney ofa thousand
miles be-

OF TREES"WHALES, & PRACTICALITY
ne of the hot items on the public agenda tnese- Examine your operation to see now many disposables
days is "The Environment." Suddenly everyone you're using just becauseits "convenient".

wants to save the whales and the rain forests. Politicians, rock- Cut down on styrofoam or disposable cups for the coffee
stars, and big business have all discovered that you can't get machine ..Encourageerrtployees to bring their own mugs
anything, but good press for saying that you're in favoroftrees from home.
and marine mammals.- Check out the use of disposables in the lunch room. Is it

Unfortunate'ly, like the environment itself, the business of possible to use reusable dishes, trays, silverware?
living in it responsibly is a oomplicated one. There are no dear- Use a'll the supplies you buy, Make sure things are properliy

light or wrong answers, and stored, closed, or put away so they are
almost everything one does is not damaged ..
apt to have some negative as • Make sure the residue from toxic
well as positive effects, materials is disposed 'of promptly and

And business people, as safely. The law ~eqllir s this anyvvay,
usual, are stuck in the middle. and the faster and more efficiently
We get labeled among the yOIJ do so, the smaller the chance of
chiefvillians. (Shame on us for pollution.
all the toxic waste and poison • Watch the copier, the fax machine, and

Chinese Proverb smoke and industrial waste in the computer priinter .. IHow many of
the airl) We're supposed to those copies are absol'utely neoessary?

clean up our acts, abide by all the dean air • Check the lights and the thermostat.
legislaion.flght rising costs, invest for the Are unnecessary Ughts burning? Does
future, and at the same time, remain the building have to beat a constant
competitive. 68 O? Are you lucky enough to have a

It's enough to make ill person want to se'll facility where the windows open! Do
out and run away to some quiet, unspoiled you ever open them when the
desert island where they never heard of weather's warm instead of automatic-
pollution. Unfortunately, there are no such ally turning on the a.c.?
places I'eft any more. • Work smarter. Careful work eliminates

But despair is not the answer. Neither is paralysis. There are errors and, ther:efore, waste. J'obsthat don't have to be done
things businesses of any size can do to make a difference- over save time, money, and natural resources.
things that don't have to cost a lot of money or disrupt work ., Look around your grounds. Wno maintains the lawn? What
schedules. kind of fertilizers and pest control methods do they use?

Below are a few suggestions - aJIof which are relat,ively in- How much watering is done? Is it all necessary?
expensive, quick, and ,easyto implement. Not every one will ., Plant trees. Trees make your grounds more attractive.
worldor every 'office or plant. The list isoertainlynotcomp'lete. They're good for tile environment. P,lanted' close to your
I've included them here just to start the ball rolling. This is the building, they create shade and cut down on YOllr cooling

... directien we need to be walldng in. AI'ongwith the largersolu- bills.
tions of legislation, funding. and iintemational cooperation, • Watch water consumption. How often is the water left:run-
these are the things busi nesses might do to make a difference ni ng between operations or during dean-up just because it's
in the environment. easier than turning it off?
• Investigate the possibi'!lty of bu ndl ing up you r waste paper ., Make sure the cleaners and solvents arou nd yo ur operation

andselling it to recyclers, .. . are biodegradable. Can those that are be substituted' for
• Reuse the boxes and packing material that come to your those that aren't?

office. Okay, so none ofthese ideas listerribly original, None willi,
• Investigate the company pop, machine .. Ilf it's dispensing by itself, save a single whale or an acre of the rain forest. But

aluminum cans, have you made it easy for your employees thejoumey or a thousand miles does begin with a single step.
to recycle the empties] If it's using paper cups, maybe a !If we all did what we could about. the small, controllable
switch to recyclable cans is the answer. aspects of am environments, the cumulative effects wou'ld be

• Examine your letterhead. Next time you reorder, discuss startling.
recycled paper with your supplier ..Many paper companies The environment is everybody's home and everybody's
now have some attractive lines of competitively priced, business. And none of us is powerless to control what happens
recycledl business papers for alii uses. in our own backyard. Michael Goldstein,

Editor I Publisher

gins with a single
step."
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CQIMING
::;:.:-~::;:::CHICAGO Hemispher,e's largest

Chica.go September 5-13,
1990,. Ihe 'event, sponsor,ed by NMTIBA - The Association For Manufacturing Technology
- will be held at the McCormick Place Complex. Over 1'200,exhibitors wHidisplay their pro-
ducts at this event.

The huge show Is held every two years and transforms Chicago's McCormick IPlace into
an inlernalional marketplace with morethan$315 mIIIIon worth of exh ib Itsfeaturi ng state-
of-lhe-aM. manufacluringtechnology. IMrs-as d,'ew ,exhibitors from 30 nations and vlsltors
from over 75 different countries,

An added feature of ~his year's show will belhe P,roduct Locator Service. The Product
Locator Service will generate custom printed itineraries Iisling: ,every exh ibiter and show-
ing specific products o,finterest, Signs will be posted in Iheexhibit halls giving 1M Ilocalions
of the terminals.

Running concurrenlly with ~heshow will be the 5th Biennial IInternational Manufaclu ring
Technology Conference. The show and conference are sponsored by NMTBA - The
Association For Manufacturing Technology; and the conference will be cc-sponscred,
organized, and managed by the Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME).

The conference oHers manufacturing executives, managers, ,andlengineers 'from
metalworking firms and machine shops Iha opportunity to gain a wealth of k_nowledgeaboul
the lalest developments in manula.eluring technology. The Technology Conference wHl
feature 60 half-day sessions at which some 240 industry eXPilrts will present technical
papers, covering viMually every .aspecl of the lateststale-of·the·art techniques In
manufacturing,

McCorm Ick Place is easily accessible by both automobile and public transportation and
isnear major hotels, restaurants, shopping!, antertainmelll, and major museums, There Is
atse both dlr'Bct public transportation and major highway aecessto MeCorm Ick IPlace from
O'H'are,lntemational Airport. For further inf'ormation and reglstralionforms, contact INMTBA,
7901! Westpark Drive', McLean, VA.22102-4269, For more information on hotels, entertain-
ment, and transportation tn Chicago, call tha Chicago Convantionand Tourlsm Bureau. (31!2)

225-5000 or the Illinois OHlce ·of Tourism, (800) 223-0121.



Transrnission Errors and Bearinq
Contact of Spur, Helical,
and Spiral Bevel Gears

----- - -- ---

F.L. Litvin. J. Zhang. H.-T. Lee. University of lllinois. Chicago. IL
R.F. Handschuh. NASA Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. OH

Abstract:
An investigation of transmission errors and bearing con-

tact of spur, hel icaland spiral bevel gears was performed.
Modified tooth surfaces for these gears have been proposed
in order to absorb linear transmission errors caused by gear
misalignment and t.o localize the bearing contact. Numerical
examples for spur, helical, and spiral bevel gears are
presented to illustrate the behavior of the modified gear sur-
faces with respect to misalignment and errors of assembly.
The numerical results indicate that the modified surfaces will
perfonn with a low level of transmission error in non-ideal
operating environments.

8 GearTechnology

Introduction
The most important criteria of gears are the level of their

noise and bearing contact. A main source of gear noise is
transmission errors. Traditional methods of gear synthesis
that provide conjugate gear tooth surfaces with zerotransrnis-
sionerrors and an instantaneous line of contact are not accep-
table for the gearing industry due to errors of manufacturing
and assembly. Taking into account such errors, the bearing
contact is shifted to the edge of the teoth, and transmission
errors of an unfavorable shape occur. The new trend of gear
synthesis is to localize bearing contact and absorb the
transmission errors. These goals may be achieved by a new
topology of gear tooth surfaces, and this is the subject of this
article.

Si.mulation of Meslting
The investigation of gear misalignment requires a

numerical solution for the simulation of meshing and contact
of gear tooth surfaces. The basic ideas of this method(2.JJ are
asFollows:

(1) The meshing of gear tooth surfaces is considered in a
fixed coordinate system, SF!'.

(2) Due to the continuous tangency of gear tooth surfaces,
the position-vectors, c:) and r~), and the surface unit
normals, r{l) and rt2), must be equal at every instant.
(Fig. 1).

(3) Simulating the errors of manufacturing and assembly
and considering that the gear tooth surfaces are in point
contact, we may determine function tb2 (tbl) that
relates the angles of rotation of the gears.

Then, the transmission errors will be determined
from the equation

t1tb2('¢l) = tbZ(¢l) - Nt tb]
Nz

(1)

where ¢2(¢1) is the function obtained numerically,
with the aid of the developed computer program, and
Njand Nz are the numbers of tee-tho -



'Simulation of Bearing Contact
The requirement that

provides the infonnationabout the path of contact on the
tooth surface. Due 'to theelastic approach 'of the gear tooth
surfaces, their contact is spread over an elliptical area. It is
assumed that the magnitude 'Ofthe elastic approach is known
from experiments or may be computed. Knowing in addition
the principle curvatures and directions for two contacting sur-
faces at their point of contact, we may determine the dimen-
sions and orientation of the contact ellipse.(2-J)The instan-
taneous point of contact is the center of symmetry of the con-
tact ellipse. The set of 'contact ellipses representsthe bearing
contact. Simulating the errors 'Of manufacturing and
assembly, we are able to determine the real path of contact
on the gear tooth surface and the real bearing contact.

Partial Compensation of Transmission Errors
The investigation of the effect of errors of assembly and

machine tool settings shows that the real transmission func-
tion is a piece-wise linear or almost linear function (Fig. 2a).
The transmission errors that are represented by Equation 1
are shown in fig. lb. Transmission errors of this type cause
an instantaneous jump of the angular velocity of the driven
gear at the transfer points, and vibration becomes inevitable.
(At transfer points one pair of teeth in mesh is changed for
next pair.) The proposed approach allows absorption of the
transmission errors by modifying the gear tooth surfaces. The
modification is directed to provide a predesigned parabolic
function of transmission errors that will be able to absorb
linear functions of transmission errors, The predesigned
parabolic function of transmission errors will exist even for
aligned gears. However, when the gears are misaligned, piece-
wise lineal' transmission errors (Fig. 2b) will not occur. This
is based on the possibility of a linear function being absorb-
ed by a parabolic 'One,

Consider the interaction of a parabolic function given by
(Fig.3a)

witha linear function represented by

The resulting function

11~ = b¢1 - a<l>i

may be represented in a new coordinate system by (Fig. 3b):

"'2 = -a~

where

(2)

<1>,

10)

[bl

(3)

AUTHOR:

DR. FAYDOR l.LITVIN is Professor of Mechanical Engineeri'lg
at the University of lI1i,lOisat Chicago. He is tile autltor of several
books and many papers on gears and holds several patents. He is
chairman of the ASME subcommittee on Gear Geometry and a
member of the ASME Power Transmission and Gearing Committee.

(4)

(5) JlAO ZHANG received his doctorate in mechanical eng!,1eering
from the Univ.ll'rsity of lllinoisat ChicQgo. He is currently employed
by [I. Case Co .. in the desigtland analysis group.

(6)
DR. HONG-TAO lEE holds a docsorare .inmechanical engineer-

ing from the Um'versity of Illinois at Chicago. He is now working ill
beuel gear research and development for Cafe..-pillar, Inc.

MR .. ROBERT F. HAND5CHUH works for t~le u.s. Anny
AVSCOM Propulsion Directorate, NASA Lewis Research Center,
ClevelQnd, OH, in the area, of gear geometry, geQr manufacturing
Qnd drilJe train perfomm/'lce. Handschul1 is a member of A5ME and
the NQtional Socill'ty of Professional Engineers.
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We consider that 1l.¢2(1) = - a4>! is the predesigned func-
tion that exists even if misalignments do not appear . The ab-
sorption of function 1l.¢2 (2J = WI by the parabolic function
il¢2 (1) = - a¢! means that gear misalignment does not
change the predesigned parabolic function of transmission
errors. Thus the resulting functions of transmission errors
1l.·¢2 = ·t:.4>zm + t:.4>z(2) will keep its shape as a parabolic
function, although the gears are misaligned. Theresulting
function of transmission errors 4>Z(4)l) may be obtained by
translation of the parabolic function ¢2 (1).

The absorption of a linear function of transmission errors
by a parabolic function is accompanied by the change of
transfer points. The transfer points determine the position of
the gears where one pair of teeth is going outof mesh and the
next pair is coming into mesh. It is necessary to emphasize
that theoretically the contact ratio of gears with transmission
errors is one ..The real contact ratio can be larger than one
only due to elastic deformations, The change of transfer

points is determined with tl¢h = I~'Iand tl<Pz. = b
2

. The
2a 4a

cycle of meshing of one pair of teeth is 4>1 = 27r. It may ~
N

happen that the absorption of a linear function by a para-
bolic fundi on is aocompanied by a change of transfer points
that is too large. If this occurs, the transfer points and the
resulting parabolic function of transmission errors, Vt2(!fI),
win be represented as a discontinous function for one cycle
of meshing (Fig. 4,) To avoid this, it is necessary to limit the
10 Gear Technology

¢1

~-=------------------~I
----~~ --¢I

/\f2 =-O'lif

-

Fig. J 11111".1,",II'n "I PM,lb,\11l ,111<1IIIll'.lr lunU,,'n-
------

tolerances for gear misalignment or increase the level of the
predesigned parabolic function.

Modification of Pinion Tooth Surface for Spur Cears
The gear is provided with a regular involute surface. The

pinion is provided with a crowned tooth surface, and two
types of the crowned surface areconsidered. The surface of

a

Hiddle-<rGs!!!
seccicn st.ape

a



the first type is considered as a surface of revolution (Fig. 5)
whose axial sections slightly deviate from. a regular involute
curve. The surface of the second type is based on the method
of generation that is presented in Fig. 6.

Pinion Tooth Surface as a Surface of Revolution. Con-
sider first that the axial section of the pinion tooth surface
is ill regular involute curve. The pinion tooth surface, which
is a surface of revolution, may be generated by rotation of
the involutecu.rve about the a-a axis (Fig. S.) It is evident that
the pinion and gear tooth surfaces will contact each other in
the middle cross-section and transform rotation with a con-
stant gear ratio if the gears are not misaligned. However, it
is necessary to compensate for thetransmissionerrors of
misaligned gears. For this reason the shape of the pinion is
to be synthesised as a curve that deviates from an involute
curve to provide a predesigned parabolic function of
transmission errors.

The sections oJ the pinion tooth surface that are perpen-
dicular to axis ill-a(Fig. 5) are circles. The radius of such a cir-
cle for the mean contact point may be determined from the
requirements to the dimensions of the contact ellipse.

The proposed pinion tooth surface may be generated by
form-grinding or by ill computer controlled grinding or cut-
ting machine.
Example 1. Given numbers of teeth N1=20, N2 = 40,

diament.ral pitch P = 10 1 , then, pressure angle l/!c =
in

20° . The pinion tooth surface is crowned as described above,
and ill. parabolic function of transmission errors with the level
of 2 arc seconds has been predesigned.

The influence of gear misalignment has been investigated
with the developed TCA program for the following cases:

Table 1. Function of Transmlssicn Errors,

r:p/"l -3 0 3 1 6 1 9 1 12 1 15 1
(" -0.71 '0.00 0.40 1 0.50 1 0.33 1-0.09[-0.741.1.cb2

Table 2. Function of Transmission Errors.

«: -10 -7 -4 -1 0 1 2 1 5 1 8 1
(U) -2.02 -0.92 -0.24 0.01 0.00 1-0.161-0.751-1.7811l¢2

Case 1. The change of the center distance is ac = 1% ;
c

the gear axes are not parallel, but crossed, and the twist angle
is 5 arc minutes ..The resulting function of transmission er-
rors is still a parabolic one with the maximum value of 1.2
arc seconds as shown in Table L
Case 2. The axes of the same gears are intersected and form
an angle of 5 arc minutes. The resulting function of transmis-
sion 'errors is again a parabolic one with the maximal value
of 2 arc seconds as shown in Table 2.

Generation of the Pinion Tooth Surface by 'tool With a
Surface of Revolution. Consider that two generating sur-
faces - a plane and a cone - are rigidly connected with
each other and generate the gear tooth surface and the pin-
ion crowned tooth surface, respectively. (Fig. 6.) The
generating plane is the surface of a regular rack 'CUtter.In the
process of generation the rack cutter and the cone perform

a translational motion, while the pinion and the gear rotate
about their axes. (Fig..7.) The rotation of the cone about its
axis c-c is not related to other motions for the tooth surface
generation, and the angular velocity of the cone depends
only on the desired velocity of cutting. The tool for 'the
crowning of the pinion can be designed as a grinding wheel
or as a shaver. The opposite side of the pinion tooth is to he
generated separately.

The described process of crowning of the pinion by a
regular cone provides an involute shape of the pinion tooth
surface in its middle section. The crowned pinion and the in-
volute gear, if they are not aligned, can transform rotation
without transmission errors. Also, their bearing contact is
localized. But in reality, due to the misalignment of gears,
they will transform rotation with a piece-wise linear func~
tion of transmission errors. (Fig. 2.) To absorb such errors
it is necessary to.predesign a parabolic function of transmis-
sion errors ..This can be achieved if a tool surface of revolu-
tion that slightly deviates from the cone surface is used . (Fig.
8.) The curvature radius e and the level of predesigned
transmission errors of parabolic type are related. The deter-

July/August 1990 111



mination of e is the subject of synthesis of the pair of gears
with the crowned pinion.
Example 2. The input data are the same as in ExampleL The
parameters ot the tool surface (Fig. .8) are: ()= 200

, e = 500
in., R = 10.6". The influence of misalignment has been in-
vestigated by the developed computer programs for two
cases. .::!I.C
Case 1. The change of center distance is - = 1 %, and

C
the twist angle of crossed axes is 10 arc minutes. The
resulting function of transmission errors is of a parabolic.
type with the maximum value of 0..28 arc seconds as shown
in Table 3.
Case 2. The gear axes are interesected and form an angle of
10 arc minutes. The resulting function of transmission errors
is of a parabolic type with the maximum value of 0.34 arc
seconds as shown in Table 4.

Table 3. Function of Transmission Errors.

Table 4. Function of Transmission Errors.

Modificat:ion of Pinion Tooth Surface
for Helical. Gears with Pa:rall.el Axes

The crowning of the pinion of helical gears with a parallel
axis is directed at the achievement of two goals: (i) to localize
the bearing contact, and (ii) to reduce the level of transmis-
sion errors. These goals are contradictive, and in some cases
a compromise solution has to be found. The folJowing
methods for crowning are based on: (i) generation of the
pinion tooth surface by a tool with a surface of revolution,
(Fig, 8,) (ii) generation of the pinion with circular arc teeth,
and (iii) the change of the lead angle.

Generation of Helical Pinion Tooth Surface by a Surface of
Revolution. The method of generation is based on the same
ideas that have been developed for the generation of spur
pinions ..The only difference is the installment of the tool.
Consideringagain two generating surfaces, (Fig, 6,) we have
to require that the generating plane will be installed as a skew
rack cutter and form with the gear axis an angle that is equal
to or approximately equal to the helix angle on the pitch
cylinder. By varying the installment angle, a.slight change in
the orientation of the bearing contact can be made. It is
necessary to emphasize, however, that the path of contact
will be in the middle section of the gear tooth or near this
direction. (Fig..9.) The results of investigation of helical gears
with crowned pinion tooth surfaces are represented in the
following example.
Example 3. Given: Nl = 20, N2= 40, diametral pitch in the
normal section = Pn = lOin - \ the pressure angle in the
normal section is 1f = 200

, the helix angle on the pitch
cylinder is f3 = 15°, Parameters of the surface of revolution
(Fig. 8.) are () = 20°. e = 30 in., R= 10.6 in. Helical gears
with modified pinion tooth surface provide a parabolic type
I 2 Gear Technology

of predesigned transmission error with d = 6 arc seconds,
(Fig. 3a.) and a path contact that is directed across the tooth
surface. (Fig..9.)

The influence of gear misalignment has been investigated
by computer program, and the results of computation are
represented in Tables 5 and 6 for crossed and intersected gear
axes, respectively. The misalignment of gear axes is 5 arc
minutes.

Table 5. Transmisson Errors of Crossed Helical Gears.

Table 6. Transmission Errors of Intersected Hellcal Gears.

The results of computation show that the resulting func-
tion of transmission errors is a parabolic one. Thus the linear
function of transmission errors that was caused by gear
misalignment has been absorbed by the predesigned parabolic
function.

Change of the Pinion Lead. Helical gears in this case are de-
signed as helical gears with crossed axes. The crossing angle
'Y is chosen with respect to the expected tolerances of the gear
misalignment. ("(is in the range of 10 to 15 arc minutes.) The
gear ratio for helical gears with crossed axes maybe
represented. (21

(8)

where rbi and Ahi are the radius of the base cylinder, and the
lead angle on this cylinder; i.e., 1,2.1 Ap2 - ApI 1= 'Y. Here:
Api is the lead angle on the pitch cylinder. The advantage of
application of crossed helical gears is that the gear ratio is not
changed by the misalignment (by the change of "().The tooth
surfaces contact each other at a point during meshing. The
disadvantage of this type of surface deviation is that loca-
tion of the bearing contact of the gears is very sensitive to
gear misalignment. A slight change of the crossing angle
causes shifting of the contact to the edge of the tooth. (Fig.
10.)
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The discussed type of surface deviation is reasonable 'to
apply for manufacturing of expensive reducers of large
dimensions when the lead of the pinion can be adjusted by
regrinding. While changing by regrinding the parameters
rbland hbl' it is required that the product rbl sin Ablmust be
kept 'constant. Then, the gear ratio m:n will be of the
prescribed value, and transmission errors caused by the
crossing of axes will be zero.

Theoretically, transmission errors are inevitable if the
axes of crossed helical gears become intersected. Actually,
if gear misalignment is of the range of 5 to 10 arc minutes,
the transmission errors are very small and may be neglected.
The main problem for this type of misalignment is again the
shift of the bearing contact to the edge. (fig. 10.)

Crowned Helical Pinion with Longitudinal Path Contact.
A longitudinal path of contact means that the gear tooth sur-
faces are in contact at a point at every instant, and the instan-
taneous contact ,ellipse moves along and not across the sur-
face. (Fig. 11a.) This path can be achieved by crowning gear
surfaces. It can be expected that this type of contact provides
improved conditions of lubrication. Until now only the
Novikov-Wildhaber ge.ars(1Jcould provide a longitudinal
path of contact, A disadvantage of this 'type of gearing is the
sensitivity to the change of the center distance and the axis
misalignment. The sensitivity to non-ideal orientation of the
meshing gears causes a higher level of gear noise in corn-
parison with regular involute helical gears. Litvin. and Tsay(41
proposed a 'compromise type of nonconformal helical gears
that may be placed between regular helical gears and
Novikov-Wildhaber helical gears. The gears of the proposed
gear train are the combination of a regular involute helical
gear and a specially crowned helical pinion. The investigation
of transmission errors for helical gears with a I.ongitudinai
path of contact shows that their good bearing contact is ac-
companied by an undesirable increased level of linear
transmission error. To compensate for this disadvantage, a
predesigned parabolic function of transmission errors that
will ab orb the linear function of transmission errors is
pr-oposed.

The generation of gears is based on the following idea:
Consider that two rigidly connected generating surfaces,

tg and l:P' are used for the generation of the gear and the
pinion, respectively .. (Fig. llh.) Surface E~is a plane and

(0.1

(bl ~p
I

-- - - ---

li~. JI 11.-1",ligl·,lt.lntig,·m·f.lltll"I""I,tI!!,l\<

represents the surface of a regular rack cutter; surface Ep is
a cylindrical surface whose cross-section is a circular arc. We
may imagine that while surfaces Egand tp translate the pin-
ion and the gear rotate about their axes. To provide the
predesigned parabolic function of transmission errors, it is
necessary to observe the following transmission functions by
generation;

v V N
- = r2 = const, _.- = rz--2 - 2a<Pl = f(qh) (9)
WUI w(H Nz

Here "P) and wiZI are the angular velocities of pini.on and
gear by cutting; V is the velocity of the rack cutter in transla-
tional motion; N, and Nz are the gear and pinion tooth
numbers; ci>~ is the angle of rotation of the pinion by cut-
ting. The generated gears will be in point contact a.tevery in-
stant and transform rotation with the function

Nl 2 2~
ci>z(<P1) = -<PI - a<pl 0 <ci>] <- (10)

Nz N1

This function r-elates the angles of rotation of the pinion and
the gear, ci>1 and ci>2, r-espectively, for one cycle of meshing.
The predesigned function of transmission error-s is

(11)

It Is evident that after differentiation of Function (10')', the
gear ratio UJ(2) I UJ(1) satisfies Equation (9).

To apply this method of generation in practice it is
necessary to vary the angular velocity of the pinion in the
(continued on page 44)
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Effici,ent ethod for the Synthes,js, of'
Compoun tary Drtferentlal Gear

Trains for Mul- iple speed Ratio 'Generation
Cemil Bagci

Tennessee Technological University
Cookeville, TN

Abstract:
Thisartide presents an efficient and direct method for the

synthesis of compound planetary diff.erential gear trains for
the generation of specified multiple speed ratios. It is a train-
value method that utilizes the train values of the integrated
train components of the systems to form design equations
which are solved for the tooth numbers of the gears, the
number of mating gear sets and the number of external con-
tacts in the system. Application examples, including vehi-
de differential transmission units, rear-end differentials with
unit and fractional. speed ratios, multi-input function gen-
erators and robot wrist joints are given.

I Introduction
simple planetary gear train each planet gear shaft car-

one gear; ina compound planetary gear train each planet
gear shaft carries two' or more gears connected to each other.
(See the simple and compound planetary gear trains in Figs.
1 and 3, respectively.) Plan t gears in a compound planetary
gear train cause speed reduction and change in direction of
rctatiore planet gears in simple planetary gear trains merely
cause change in direction ·of rotation. Synthesis of com-
pound planetary gear trains C3.nbe done by the tabulation
method .•which utilizes relative motions of gears wi.th respect
'to'the planet ann. In general. it isan iterative process ..

Using the equations of motion of planetary gear trains in-
stead of the tabulation method yields a very simple, direct
method for analysis as well as for synthesis of both simple
and compound planetary gear t:rains. The equations of mo-
tion for a simple planetary gear train, such as shown in Fig.
1, are formed by writing the velocity loop-closure equations
14 Gear Technology

for contact points A and C and solving them simultaneously.
Given the following criteria:

Wi =wikis angular velocity:

fi is the pitch circle radius of the jth gear or member;
member 3 is the planet arm;

-
w3 .. Wa; VA = -VAi; Vc= -Vei;

-
VB = - Vai; V AB = V ABi;and VCB= - VeBi

where

The velocity loop-closure equations are

vAI2 = (VB + VAB)14

vds = ('10 + VCO)14

(1)

(2)

where the subscripts 2,. 4, 5 designate the contact points on
members 2, 4, 5, respectively. Equations 1 and 2. in terms
of rj and Wi. become

(la)

(2a)
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:Fig. 1- (a) Simple planetary gear train. (b] velocity vectors.
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( b)

Eliminating "'4 in. Equations La and 2a we obtain the equa- and synthesis. Thus, e is defined as
tions of motion relating speeds of gears 2, 5 and the planet
ann as

with the constraint that

Substitute rs from (4) into (3) and note that rj = N/2P and
Wj = Tn,/30; P is the diametral pitch; niis the speed of the ith

gear in rpm; nill is the speed of the planet ann. Then the equa-
tion of motion in terms of tooth numbers of gears becomes

which is written in the form. of train va1ue as

Nz 1 ns - nae = = -
Ns K "2. - n,

In thisequaHone is the train value fanned as the ratio of the
products of tooth numbers of driving gears starting with the
input gear, EPDVER, to the products of tooth numbers of
the driven gears, and I:PDVEN, when the planet arm is con-
sidered stationary. The sign ·of e, however, is very impor-
tant in order that. no error is introduced during the analysis

(3)

e = (-l)q l;PDVER
r;PDVEN

(7)

where q is the number of external contacts of the mi'ltin.g
gears. For the gear train in Fig. 1, e is defined as

(4)

e - NzN4= N2 (8)
N4N5 Ns

with q =1 for contact between gears 2 and 4. For the gear
train .of gears 2 to 7 in F~g. 2, e is defined with q =3 as

(5) e = (-1)3 N2N4NsN6 = _ Nz
N4NSN6N7 N7

where gear 6 is a double length gear to mate with gears 7 and

(9)

(6) AUTHOR:

DR. CEMIL BAGG is professor of mechanical ellgilleeriflg CIt
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College, Ankara, Turkey and received his undergraduate and grad-
uate degrees from Oklahoma State University. Stillwater, OK. He
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research awards. He is a member of AGMA. ASME ema seoeral
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fig. 2 - Simple planetary gear train with idler planet gears.

8. For the gear train of gears 2 to 8, e is defined with q =4.,

e = N2
Ns

As observed in Equations 8-10, idler gears do not affect the
speed ratio, but their number defines the sign of e.

Subtract Equation 1 from Equation 2 to have

or

which, upon substituting rj and Wjin terms of N, and ni'
gives the speed of the planet gear 4 as

Either substituting e and ns from Equation 6 and

from Equation 4 into Equation 14, or considering Equation
la, we obtain

defining n4 in terms of nz. Also, either substituting e and n2
from Equation 6 and N:z from Equation 14 into Equation 13,
or considering Equation 2a, we obtain

first gear tooth number in EPDVER is the tooth number of
the first gear of the train, whichever end of the train one
starts with, and the last gear tooth number in the train is the
last number in EPDVEN.

Similarly, Equations 15 and 16 can also be written in the
following general fonns: vVl!wrenp is the designated speed of
the planet gear, eFpand ,eLpare the train values between the
first and planet gear and last and planet gear, respectively,

(18)

(19')

(10)

Note that the coefficient [(-1)1 n2/n4] of (02-na)' in Equa-
tion 15 is the train value e24 between gears 2 and 4; the coef-
ficient [( -1)0 Ns/N4l of (n, - na) in Equation 16 is the train
valueeg, between gears 5 and 4.

Equations 18and 19form bases for the tabulation method
to define the speeds of planet gears, This method simply
assumes all moving members are fixed to the planet arm ro-
tating with the arm speed. Then it adds to that speed their
individual speeds relative to the planet arm, as if they were
ordinary gear trains whose frames were fixed to the planet
arm,

As shown in the following section, Equations 17-19 are also
the equations of motion for all compound gear trains, bevel
gear planetary gear trains and differentials,

(11)

(12)

(13)

Equations of Motion for Compound
Planetary Gear Trains

Two compound planetary gear trains are shown in figs,
3(a) and (b). In (a) the last gear is an internal gear; in (b) it is
an external gear. Equations of motion for the compound gear
train are written in the same manner as for the simple plan-
etary gear train .. Thus, as shown in Fig. 4, velocity loop-
closure equations for A and Care

VAI2 = (Va + VAB)14 (20)

Vc 16 = (VB + V CB) 15

(14)

(21)

which reduce to
(15)

(22)

(23)

Noting that WS=W4 and eliminating them in Equations 22
and 23, we obtain

(16)
(2'4)

defining n4 in terms of ns· Noting the following equation of constraint
The train value defined by Equation 6 is written in general

form as r2 + f4 = t6 - rs

e = nL-na.

nr-na

(25)

(17) or Pij defining diametraJ pitch between gears i and i,

where nF and nLare the speeds of the first and last gears in
the train considered, and e is written correspondingly. The
16 GearTechno.I'ogy

N2 + N4 = No - Ns
2P24 2Pso

(26)
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Fig. 3-Compound planetary gear trains, (a) with internal gear,
(b) with all external gears.
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Fig. 4 - Velocities in the compound planetary gear train.
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and substituting rZ+rS=r6-r4. into Equation 24, we have
the equation of motion

(27)

which, in terms of nj and N, becomes

NzNs n6 - TIa---:=. -- -

N4N6 nz - na
(28)

This is in the form of Equation 17 with q=1, nF= n2,
nl =n", NF=N2, NL=N6'

The speed of the planet gear, n4' is defined in terms of nz
or n6 by Equations 22 or Bas

(29)

or

(30)

which are also in the forms of Equations 18 and 19,
respectively.
Caution: For ordinary gear trains in which the planet arm
is fixed, nil=0 and

e = nL = 1 (31)

indi.cating that the train value for ordinary gear trains is the
inverse of the speed reduction ratio SR generated by the
gear train. Hence, when a planetary gear train is driven by
an ordinary gear train, the ordinary gear train must beana-
lyzed first to determine the input speed to the planetary gear
train ..

rnput~utput Torque Relation
The power equilibrium of a gear train defines the torque

multiplication factor (or the mechanical advantage) the
planetary gear train generates. Thus,

Tin Win + Tout Wout = 0 (32)

or

Tout = _ nin = - SR

Till l10ut

where the subscripts "in" and "out" designate "input" and "out-
put", respectively. Considering the mechanical efficiency of
the gear train as 'l/f' input torque required to generate an out-
put torque is

(33)

T =In (34)



Gear train mancfacturers'" suggest that the mechanicalef-
ficiency of two well-lubricated, mating precision gears is
about 0.98; for two and three stage speed reductions, it is
about 0.97 and 0.96, respectively. Therefore, if there are R
sets of gears in a gear train, its mechanical efficiency may be
approximated by

l1t = (0.98) [1+0.5(R-l)]

Reduction inefficiency due to energy loss in bearings should
also be considered.

Example of Analysis of a. Compound
Planetary Gear Train

Following is the analysis needed to find the input torques
required for each output shaft operation. The gear train
shown in Fig. 5 is used to lift 10(%£ load where the lift ropes
wrap around 10" diameter drums. Mechanical efficiency of
the system is 0.93. The input shaft of two-lead-wonn rotates
at 1000 rpm.

Gears 2 and 3 form an ordinary gear train generating the
input speed n4 of the planetary gear train ..Hence, n4 =nF
must be determined first. It is np=100/3 rpm.

Since the train value equation (No. 17) contains three
shaft speeds, it can only be solved for one speed when the
other two speedsare specified. Then, in the planetary gear
'train of Fig. 5, we must find a sub-planetary gear train re-
ceiving two input speeds. Since in this arrangement, gear 9
is Fixed, and n9=0, the sub-planetary gear 'train we are

looking for is of gears 4, 5,6, 7, Band 9 with nL=n9=O.
This train generates the speed of the planet arm, which is one
of the output speeds, Thus, for this train we have

e4-9 = (_1)2N4N6Ns = n9-na

NsN7N9 n4.-na

With the tooth numbers shown it reduces to
(35)

and

0.00766 = __ -_n..::.a_
loo!3-Na

n, =-0.260587 rpm

N. ,m 2
LEFT
HAND

Fig. 5 - Composite planetary gear train analyzed.
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The planet arm is rotating in the direction opposite that of
gear 4, generating a speed reduction ratio of

SRI = n2 =- 3837.,498
na

The second sub-planetary gear train in the system is of
gears 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12 and 13, Its equation of motion is

or

0.00703 = n13 + 0.260587
100/3 + 0.260587

n13 = -0.024422 rpm

and

SR
Z

= ~ = - 40946.73
1113

Speeds of gears 5, 7 and 12 are determined using Equations
18 and 19 as

"12 = na. - N13 (n13-na) = -1.4414 rpm
N12

Input torque required to lift the load by the planet arm
shaft is

To lift the load by the shaft of gear 13 it is

Bevel Gear Planetary Gear Trains
The value of e is determined as shown above. Its sign,

however, must be determined by releasing all the gears, re-
taining the planet arm fixed, and observing the direction in
which the last gear rotates relative to the direction of the
22 GearTechnology

input rotation. A right hand rule can be followed. Thus,
consider the planetary gear train of a robot joint shown in
Fig. 6, where for the planetary gear train of gears 2,4,5

O-n= a 1

4

and

generating speed reduction.
For the planetary gear train of gears 2,. 4, 6, 7

e =

and

generating a speed increase (over drive ratio),
A bevel gear planetary gear train with only sun and planet

gears is shown in Fig..7. The equation of motion for the 'train
is given by Equation 19 as

- N2 (n -n )2 a
N4

N2", 18
N" '" 54
Ns"" 72
Ns = 22
N7 = 32

Fig. 6 - Compound bevel gear planetary gear train.

Fig. 7 - Planet gear motion generator.
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Fig. 8- PlaMlary gear train ~Iing roll, p.itch and twist motio!lS
of a robot wrist joinl.

Robot Wrist Joint U mg Planetary Gea:rTrains
Fig. 8 shows another bevel gear planeta-'Y gear train used

in robot wrist joints. It has three input shafts, shafts of arm
All gears 2 and 8,2. Arm Al rotates the joint to reposition the
z-z axis about which the arm A2 rotates when gear 2 or 8 or
both retate. The shaft of gear S is the lend-.effector. With
nA]-O,

and

provide input to the planetary gear train of gears 4, 5, 6, 7
and ann A2• Its train value is

N4 .~ = n7 - .oAz

Ns N7 r14 - OA2

Synthesis ,ofCompound Planetary
Gear Trains

As observed in the examples for analysis of planetary gear
trains, Equation 17 can be salved to generate only one shaft
speed by a sub-planetary gear train. The objective of synthesis
is ee find 'lhe number of mating gears inthe train, their tooth
numbetsalld th number of external contacts 'q to yield the
value of e. The three speed reductions a compound gear train
can generate with single input speed are

nF ,e - 1
SRI - - = -- , nL =0

na e
(42)

which defines speed of ann A2• Substituting n4 and n7 from
Equations 36 and 37, 11"2 is defined in terms of the input
speeds as

1 I NsnA2 - 118- - n2

1 + N4N6 N7
NsN,.

The speed ·of the end-effector is

NzN6)

N4NS

nF 1
SR2 - ....:..= -, nOJ- 0

nL e

SR3 OIl nl = (I-'e), nF ... 0
n,

(44)

_ N.t( )RS = I1Az - - .n4l-n"2·
- Ns

As observed in Equation 39', in order to retain nA2 = 0,
.02 and "8 must satisfy

The split i.nput case with two inputs forms the fourth type
of speed gen ration. Inversion generating SR2is 3.r' verted
ordinary gear train. SRI and SR2are Iarge speed reduct ions.
SRl is the smallest reduction. Depending on th sign of e,
either SRI or SR2is the forward and the largest reduction.
For example, if e<0. SR1>O and largest, SR.2<Oand inter-
mediate; if e>O, SR2>Oand largest, SR.l~O and in.termooiate.
SRl is always the smallest forward reduction when e<1.

During the synthesis one should keep in mind that the
tooth ratio between any two mating spur gears and straight
bevel gears should be retained 'below 8110 assu re proper con-
tact, sufficiently large contact ratio and low noise level.
larger tooth ratios may be tolerated For internal and helical
gears due to increased ,contact ratio.

Example: Let us synthesize a compound planetary gear train
(38) to generate a speed reduction ratio of +577 from the plan t

ann shaft with fll =0. By Equation 17

(36)

(37)

nl-nae---=
nF-na

1
-577 1

576

(39)

1- 1

577

It can. be factor,~d into

1
N2 Ns N7 N9
N4 N6 Nil NlO

---=
576

(40)
or

e2 - - (~)(~H~)= "-1)3 N2 Ns N;
N4 N6 N8

(41) The last gear in el, gear 10, must bean internal gear; in e2.
ge.a:r8 must be an external gear to generate q'" 3. These two
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gear trains are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. In Fig.
9Iet

N2=20, N4=120, Ns=20, No=80, N7=24, N8=72,
Ng=24, NlO=192

In terms of center distance vectors

and CZ9 = (rIO - r9) UZ9, where Ui] is the unit vector.

must be satisfied when mounting the planet gears on the
planet arm. (See Fig. 9b.) Considering the same diarnetral
pitch for all the gears, Equation (a) demands that, depending
on the locations of shafts of gears 5 and 7,

Nz + Nt, + Ns + No + N7 + Ns~ NlO-N9
Nz + N4 + Ns + Nb - N, - Ns:;NlO-N9

and
Nz + N4- Ns- N, + N7 + Ns:;NlO-Ng

must be satisfied.
In Fig. 10 let

N2=20, N4=160, Ns=20, Nb=120, N,,=18, N8=216

which must satisfy

which demands that

and

must be satisfied.
To generate this speed reduction an ordinary planetary gear

train will require NL/NF=278. With NF=20, P=6, one
notices the unbelievable gear size: Nl = 5520, dl = 920".
This defect with ordinary planetary gear trains is minimized
by forming series-connected ordinary planetary gear trains ..

The planet armand the planet gears must be balanced,
which is commonly achieved by mounting symmetrical
planet gears.

Multiple Speed Reduction Generation
Synthesis of a compound planetary gear train is performed

in two forms;
Form 1. All the desired speed reductions are generated

simultaneously, without requiring shifting for geaear-
rangements within the gear train.

Porm 2. Only one desired speed reduction is generated at
a time, requiring shifting of gears, releasing and activating
clutches.

The second form of synthesis yields costly systems, since
it requires complex mechanisms, connections and clutches to
shift the gears and change the shalts, In general it requires a
series connection in which the output of one unit is used to
drive the next unit.

Example for form 1Synthesis
Let us synthesize a compound planetary gear train to gen-

erate the speed reduction ratios, 10, -4 and 2.5
simultaneously.

The largest reduction is generated by SRI or StU. In a com-
po und planetary gear train it is a preferred trade to retain the

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9-Compoulld pl netary gear train generating. peed reduction
ratio of 577 with eight gears.
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(0)

[ til

Fig. 10 - Compound planetary gear train generating speed reduction
ra tio of 577 wi th six gears.

planet arm active. So let 5R1 in Equation 42 generate speed
reduction 10. Hence,

lo=el-l

el
(a)

and

1

9

10
Using four gears, the first two havingexternal contact, we

form

(c)

which states that gear 6 is an internal gear" This portion of
the gear train is shown is Fig. l1(a). Considering N'z=l,
N'4 =3, N's=l, N'6=3, the constraint equation

(d)



must he satisfied. where

a =_1_. b=~
2PZ4 2Pso,

To use the same diametral pitch

a. (1+3) = b(3-1)
2a = b

letting a==I, h=2, we have
1 + 3 = 6-2

defining N'2=1, N'4=3, N's=2, and N'6=6. Now, both
sides of (f) are multiplied by the same number to define the
actual tooth numbers ..Multiply by 40 (or 20,24, 3D, etc.) to
have N2= 40. N4.=120. Ns=80, N6=240,

Using the same planet ann, the other two speed reductions
are generated. Thus. by Equation 18, and noting that

_N2=_~
N4 3

must also exist in the sub-gear trains, speed reduction ratio
( - 4) is generated by

1 1

4 ,,10 = _ 14 = (_!), (14), (g)
. 1 36 3 '12
1--

10
where

14~=-. 12

Its positive sign requires another internal gear, gear 8, or two
sets of external gears. Choosing the latter,

Tooth numbers in (h) must satisfy

and

Hence,
1605. C (2 + 2 + 7 + 6) 5.240

and
160>C(7+6-2-2)

and
9<C< 17

(e)

941G IMILIITARY RD.
BUFFALO, NY 14217

FAX (7116),874~900'3·PHONE (7116)874-3131
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This sub-train expands the gear train to the form shown in
Fig ..l1(b), gears 7 and 8 being the same size.

Speed reduction ratio (+2.5) is generated by

1 1

( - ~:) ec = 2.: _ ~o = ; = (-~)( -i)
10

where

e =c

gear 12 being an external gear. Since

d=80, and

Nn = N12 = 80

The final form of the gear train is shown in Fig. ll(c). The
gear train may drive three units with the three speeds it
generates, or only one unit may be driven by simply using
an external clutch coupling or shaft splines shifted axially as
shown in Fig. 11(c).

It should be noted that the second speed reduction ( - 4)
could also be generated, forming a gear train that uses
n7=n2 and the planet speed (1/10) of the first reduction as
the split inputs, where the planet arm drives the last gear.

( 0) ( b)

(c)

I Fig.]1- Compound planetary gear train synthesized to generate speed
I reduction ratios 10, -4 and 2.5. simultaneously by form 1 synthesis.

.28 Gear Technology

Thus,

49

70

yielding a second compound planetary gear train with N7
= 34, Ns = 85, Ng = 49 and N10 = 70, which satisfy (r7 +
fa) = (r9 + rIO)with P79 = P9.10• In this case the planet arm
of the first unit must drive gear 10, requiring a more com-
plex shaft arrangement.

Speed reduction 2.5 may be generated similary using split
inputs nll = n2 and nL = 1/10.Thus,

1 4

10 10 1 40 NIle3 =
1-2. 2 80 N13

10
yielding a simple planetary gear train as the third unit with
NIl = 40, N12= 20, N13 = N13 = 80. The new solution has
three planetary gear train units with three planet arms and
more complex shaft connections. It may be a much larger
and more costly large drive system compared to the solution
in Fig. 11c.

As noted, Form 1 synthesis is a stepwise synthesis for
simultaneous speed reduction generation.

Example for Form 2 Synthesis
In this case three gear trains in series will be formed with

different shaft connections for each speed reduction
generated. Since there are three speeds to be generated, three
products of speed ratios are formed using the forms of speed
reductions in Equations 42 - 44. One can form 729 combina-
tions of three products of SRlt SR2 and SR3'considering each
unit causing speed reduction. Noting that the inverse ofa
speed reduction is an overdrive condition, with the possibil-
ity of two overdrive units out of three units, 243 other com-
binations are possible.

Let us generate speed ratios 10, -4 and 2..Choose the
following products:

(e1;1) r2~1)(:J = 10 (a)

r1

e~ l)(:J(~)= -4 (b)

(el - 1) (1) (1-e3) = 2

el ez
(c)
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where the last gear of unit 1is fixed, its planet arm drives the
first gear of unit 2, whose planet arm drives the first gear of
unit 3, whose arm is fixed, and its last gear generates
SRI =10 in (a). Unit 1 does not change its fixed shaft condi-
tion.In (b) and (c) the arm shaft of unit 1drives the sun gear
of unit 2, whose last gear drives the first gear of unit 3 in (b);
it drives the last gear of unit .3 in (c), the first gear being fixed.
Several clutches and shaft coupling units are needed to form
the shaft arrangements in this case. Solving (a), (b) and (c)
simultaneously one finds

Then,

ez = -1.5

and

e5 - eJ - 0.5 = 0

or the two values of e3 as

e31 = 1.3661

e32 = -0.3661

fig. 12 - Compound planetary gear train synthesized to generate speed
reduction ratios 10, - 4 and 2 one at a time by form 2 synthesis.·

leading to two solution gear trains with

ell = -0.1390, and el2 = 0.3129

The number of gears, their tooth numbers and the value of
q for each solution unit is determined independently of the
others. Thus, for unit 2

e2=
N' N'.2 5 =
N'4 N'b

_ 1.5= (~3) (\5)

30 Gear Technology

and N'b must be an internal gear. Satisfying

N'2+N'4 = N'6-N'S' a (3+1)=b(3-1.5),
a=3, b=8; N'z= 54, N'4 = 18, N'5 = 72, N'6 = 144 for
unit 2. Valuese- and e3 are satisfied approximately.

Consider the second solution. For unit 1

1 1)( 1) 1€Jz= 0.3129 = 3.1959 "'" (-2· 1.6·· = 3.2=

in which gear 6 is an external gear, satisfying

For unit 3

e32 =- 0.3661 ;;; 1__ ;;; (..1-..3
1

..) (.'2
1
..1) =

2.7315

(Nil )(N" )- Nil: W:
in which gear 6 is an internal gear, and satisfying

The three gear trains with their shaft connections to gen-
erate the three speed ratios are shown in Figs 12(a), (b) and
(c). With the approximated e3and el, the system generates:

10.01, -4.004, and 2.039.

Observing the sizes of gears in unit 3, and noting the ex-
istence of three planet arms and several dutch and coupling



units and shifting or actuating mechanisms within the sys-
tem in form. .2 synthesis, synthesis as in form 1 is more
economical and advantageous. Other products of el2

should be searched. A smaJlerdrive with at larger speed error
may be formed. For example, try

(
N"2) (N"s)

= - N": .N~6

andN":z = 30, NU, = .51, NUs = 13.5,N"6 = 216, generating
the speed reduction ratios as 9.9547, -3.98188,2.00216.

Readers should form solution gear trains for e31and en.

Differential GeM Trains
'A1hena planetary gear train is driven with two inputs to

generate the third speed (split input drive), it is in general
called a "differential gear train". Some differential gear trains
were already synthesized in the foregoing compound
planetary gear train examples. Here, we will see how a dif-
ferential with two inputs can be synthesized to generate the
sum of two variables as a mechanical computer. Rewrite
Equation 17 for the planet arm as

n,,= Anl - Bnf (45)

where

1 . 'eA=-. B=-
1-e l-e

A p]a_netary gear train can be synthesized to generate a func-
tion ,of the form

z .... ax+by

by the planet arm, x and ybeing the input functionsnL= x,
np=y and na,=z. Consider the foUowing example.

Example: Let us generate
z = 2x -4y

Comparing Equation4S and 47 we have

1 eA=-=2,B=-=4
l-e l-e

Using A or B., find e being sure that the other coefficient, B
Dr A, is larger 'than its r-equired value so that an overdrive
unit is not formed. In this case, we use B to finde as

4

which yields
5

A=5
Therefore, the input to. the last gear of the train must be sup-
plied as

x/m

where

m= Arormed = ~= 2.5
~esired 2

e =4/5 is generated by four external gears Itosupply y. Thus,

e =~= (_N2) ..(_NS) = .(,._36).(_32)·.1
5 N4 .. N6 . 36 40'

andN2=36, N4=36, Ns=32, N6-40. The desireddfffer-
ential gear train is shown in Fig. 13(a), where N7=20,
Ns=30, N9=50.

Equation 17may also be written to generate z by the shaft
of the last gear. supplying x on the arm shaft, y on the first
gear shaft, as

with D= (I-e), E e. In that case, to generate the function

(48)

(49)

(46)

(47)
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in Equation 47, e= -4, na=x/2 ..S and nF=y. A bevel gear
train generating z for this case is shown in Fig. 13 (b), where

e = -4 = _Nz Ns = _ (.40) (20)
N4 N6 80 ·40

The reader should form another gear train using e = -1 sup-
plying na=x, nF=4yas overdrive.

V:ehide Rear End Differentials
The objective in designing a vehicle rear end differential

planetary gear train is to generate e = -1, so that when the
vehicle is making a turn without the planet ann rotating, the
outer wheel goes one unit rotation forward as the inner
wheel goes one unit rotation backward. Fig. 14 shows a
commonly used bevel gear rear end differential. where gear
7.is driven by the universal shaft to supply the input by the
planet arm. Nz=Ns; N4 is of any suitable number and
e = -1. When gear 2 is held stationary, nz= 0, and gear 5 is
lifted for balancing, one observes

-1 = ns-na n =2n
I - 5 ---a

-na

Vehicle rear-end differentials can also be formed using
spur gears, provided e = -1 is maintained. Figures 15(a) and
(b) show two such rear-end differentials, where planet gears

(0)

(b)

I~-=!:=~+ ~Y function generating planetary gear differentials~1 I fig, 15- Rear-end differentials formed of spur gears, e~ -] ,

July/ AIJClJsn9903 3
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i FIg. 14 - Bevel gear planetary gear train differential for vehicle rear-end
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are symmetrically mounted for balancing. In (a) chain drives
the planet arm; in (b) bevel gears do the same. In (a)

-1 = (-~:) (~:) = (-:~) (1~~)
In (b)

-1 = (-N:2)(-N:S)(~:7)= (~~O)(~~?)(~~O)
Differentials for fractional values of e, such as e = - 0.8

for a race car to rotate the outer wheelless than the inner
wheel, are used in order to generate stabilizing traction tor-
que that tends to retain the vehicle on the straight line. In that

case, e = -0,8 should be satisfied instead of -1 as done
above.

Automatic Transmissions
An automatic vehicle transmission in general has two or

more simple planetary gear trains whose shafts can be cou-
pled or held stationary to form different arrangements. Input
is supplied through one or two fluid couplings (torque con-
verters). Fig. 16 shows a Hydramatic 4L60 (THM 700-R4)
automatic transmission by General Motors that generates
two forward and one reverse speed reductions, The skeleton
of a five-speed automatic transmission with three simple plan-
etary gear trains driven with two torque converters is shown
in Fig, 17. It has three clutches at G, H, and P; four sprag
overrunning clutches at 1, I, Nand O.

Observe its operation:
Neutral position. Small converter B-C is empty, gear 3 is

held stationary and clutches G and H are open. The planet

VALVE
ASSEMBLY

Fig. 16- Cross section of General Motors 41.60 (THM 7()().R4) model automatic transmission. CJ.988 Hydramatk Division, GMC. All Rights Reserved"

T

OUTPUT
SHAFT
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arm D rotates freely i rt4 = no = rI6' and shaft L idles, and
nL=n6' P and 0 are open, N is engaged, n7=~and nM=O.

Low-Low Foruiard Reduction. B~C is empty, D rotates E
and gear 4. Clutches G, L I retain nJ = n6=0 ..P is open; N,
o are engaged. From train 1

Nl _ O-nD . __ el
el = - - - -- , no = -- nl (a)

N3 nl-nO el-l

for el. = -1.3 and no=O.5833Il1'
In train 2, Il4 = no, and

N4 O-nLe2= --=-
N6 n4~nL

with 'ez = -0.7143 and nM =nL =0.243n1·
Second Forward Reduction. H, E are open, G, [ are en-

gaged and ~ =0'. Small converter B-C is full driving gear 3,
n1= n3=1\4 = nD; P is open, N, 0' are engaged, and from (h)
above

Thir:dFonoard Reduction. J is engaged and IlJ =0. Gand
Hare engaged, I is open, B-C is empty, P is open, N, 0 are
engaged. and ~:;nD=nE' Then from (a) above

nM = nL = nD= 0.5833n1

Fourth Forward Speed. In this case the entire gear train
rotates as one body at the engine speed nl' 1, 1. P are open;
G, Hi N, 0 areengaged, B-C is full and nM = nL .... n1.

Reverse Reduction. B-C is full and the system is engaged
as for the fourth forward speed, except that P and 0 are en-
gaged and N is open, From the train value of the third gear
tr ain with na =0,

with
(b)

Conclusions
Offered in the foregoing with illustrative examples are effi-

cient methods of analysis and synthesis of compound plan-
etary gear trains and planetary differentials, The methods use
the train values ofwmponent planetary geartrains, and lead
to very simple design processes. As expected, by introducing
worm-gear sets in a compound planetary gear train. very
large speed reducrionscan be generated with fewer number
of gears in the train.
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B
Manutacturlnq of Forqed

and Extruded Gears

Introduction
Traditional. methods of manufacturing
precision gears usually ,employ either
hobbing or shaper cutting. Both of these
processes rely upon generating the con-
jugate tooth form by moving the work-
piece in a precise relation to the tool,
Recently, attention has been
given to .forming gear teeth in a
single step. Advantages to such
a process include reduced pro-
duction time, material savings,
and improved performance
characteristics. Drawbacks in-
elude complicated tool designs,
nan-uniformity of gears pro-
duced throughout the life ofthe
tooling, and lengthy develop-
ment times,

Through projects funded by
the U.S. Army Tank
Automotive Command, Bat-
telle's Columbus Division
developed a method for design-
ing spiral bevel, spur, and
helical gear forming dies. This
article discusses this method and
summarizes the current state of
the art regarding the manufac-
turing of farged and extruded
gears.

Traditi.onal 'Gear
.Fornting Methodology

Design/test/modify. The
traditional method of forging
and extrusion die design and
manufacture is based on exper-
36 Gear Technology

David J. Kuhlmann
P.S.Raghupathi

Battelle Columbus Division. Columbus, OH

ience and trial and error. A preliminary
die is made, and a few parts are formed,
Measurements are taken of the finished
part, and the die is modified accord-
ingly, A second series of trials is con-
ducted, and so on, until the final die
geometry is obtained. Such a develop-

En.!ml-. Fo;rm~na
, lood. lDAlStr ......
I I!I'Id f-onn!"I [ntlty

Fig. 1- Methodology for designing gear Forming dies.

ment program is required for every new
design, which makes the precision
fanning process economically less at-
tractive, especially when complex and
precise geometries are involved, as with
gears. Therefore. methods need to be
developed to apply advancedeompu-

ter-aided design and manufac-
turing (CAD/CAM)
technologies (analysis of loads,
stresses, and temperatures us-
ing finite element method based
approaches, etc.) to gear form-
ing die design and manufacture.
This approach benefits hom the
capabilities of the computer in
performing complex mathe-
matical analysis and mforma-
tion storage, and allows the die
designer to examine the effects
of various changes .0.£ process
variables on the die design,
without trying out each new
change on the shop floor,

CAD/CAM Applied To
Forging and Extrusion

In recent years, CAD/CM1i
techniques have been. applied to
various forging processes. The
experience gained in all of these
applications implies. a certain
overall methodology for CAD I
CANt of dies for precision and/
or near-net shape forming. This
computerized approach is also
applicable to precision cold and
hot forming of spiral bevel,



spur, and helical gears, as seen inFig, 1,
The procedure uses as input; the process
variables and the part: (gear) geometry,
The former consist of:

(1) data on billet material under
forming conditions (billet and die pro-
perties, such as flow stress as a function
of strain, strain-rate, temperatures, and
heat transfer coefficients),

(2) the friction coefficient to quantify
the friction shear stress at the material
and die interface, and

(3) forming conditions, such as tem-
peratures, deformation rates, and sug-
gested number of forming operations.

Using the process variables and the
part geometry, a preliminary design of
the finish forming die can be made.
Next, stresses necessary to finish form
the part and temperatures in the mater-
ial and the dies are calculated. The elas-
tic die deflections due to temperatures
and stresses can be estimated and used
to predict the small corrections neces-
sary on the finish die geometry. Knowl-
edge of the forming stresses also allows
the prediction of forming load and en-
ergy. The estimation of die geometry
corrections is necessary for obtaining
close tolerance formed parts and for
machining the finish dies to exact di-
mensions. The corrected finish die ge-
ometry is used to estimate the necessary
volume, and the volume distribution in
the billet or the preform. Ideally, a
simulation of the metal flow should be
conducted for each die design. This is a
computerized prediction of metal flow
at each instant during forming. This
simulation allows the determination of
the cavity filling without excessive
loading of the dies and prediction of
defects.

Process Variables
Billet Material Characterization. (l)

For a given materialcomposition and
deformation Iheat treatment history
(microstructure), the flow stress, and
the workability (or formability) in
various directions (anisotropy), are the
most important material variables in

analysis of a metal forming process. For
a given microstructure, the flow stress,
a, is expressed as a function of strain, E,

strain rate, t and temperature, T:

a = f(e,tT)

To formulate the constitutive equa-
tion (Equation 1) it is necessary to con-
duct torsion, plane-strain compression,
and uniform axisymmetric-compres-
sion tests. During anyone of these tests,
plastic work creates a certain increase in
temperature of the billet material, which
must be considered in evaluation and
use of the test results.

Tooling and Eguipment. Theselec-
tion of a machine for a given process is
influenced by the time, accuracy, and
load / energy characteristics of that
machine. Optimum equipmentselec-
tion requires consideration of the entire
forming system, including lot size, con-
ditions at the plant, environmental ef-
fects, and maintenance requirements, as
well as the requirements of the specific
part and process under consideration.

The tooling variables include design
and geometry, surface finish, stiffness
and mechanical and thermal properties
under conditions of use.

Friction and Lubrication aithe T0011
Workpiece Interface. The mechanics of
interface friction are very complex. One
way of expressing friction quantita-
tively is through a friction coefficient, p"

or at friction shear factor. m. Thus, the
frictional shear stress, 7, is

T = anop,
or

where an is the normal stress at the in-
terface, a is the flow stress of the de-
forming material, and f is the friction
factor.

Friction estimation. The friction be-
tween the workpiece and the tooling is
dependant upon the die surface, the
temperature.and the type of lubricant.
A standard testcalled the ring test, is

(1)

used to determine the friction shear fac-
tors of various lubricants. This test in-
volves taking a ring of known dimen-
sions and temperature and upsett-ing it
(thickness reduction) between Hat dies,
Measurement of the final imide and
outside diameters plus thickness enable
one Itocalculate the friction shear factor
of the lubricant. Thus, to accurately
predict the loads when forming gears, it
is important that data be obtained
regarding the friction associated with
the lubricant to be used.

Estimation of Die Corrections, Tem~
perature Effects. Temperatureaifects all
forgings in two ways. First, when the
workpiece is heated to be able to form
the part, it expands .. In addition, the
material will always increase in
temperature due to deformation
heating. After the part is formed, it
shrinks during cooling, Thus, the final
part size will.always be smaller than the
die in which it was formed. The second
temperature effect comes from the tool-
ing. The 'tooling will always be slightly
heated due to the transfer of heat from
the workpiece. Inaddition, the die may
be intentionally heated if the part is to
be formed at elevated temperatures.
This prevents premature toe 1failure or
defect formation in the final part. As at

result, the part formed will always be
larger than the size of the die manufac-
tured at "room temperature". Both of

(2)
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these temperature effects must be com-
pensated for when designing tooling
which one expects to use to form near-
net parts.

Shrink fitting. Shrink fitnngrefers to
the tedmiqueof pladng the forming die,
which contains the cavity in which the
part is formed, under a residual com-
pressive stress to permit higher forming
loads. This compressive stress is
generated by using an interference be-
tween the die and one or more outer
rings. As a result of this shrink fitting,
the dimensions of the die cavity wiU be
smaller than when it was machined.
This dimensional shrinkage must also
be accounted for when designing the
forming dies for near-net shape manu-
facturing.

E1asHc Deflection. (Mechanics of
Plastic Deformation I Slab Method).
During forming, pressure on the work-
piece causes the die to expand, and the
material moves out to meet this ex-
panded. surface. To compensate for this
geometry change, the die must be cor-
rected, depending on the estimated
pr,essure. To calculate this pressure, an
elementary plasticity theory developed
by Sachs(2)and SiebeP), known as slab
theory, can be applied to practical metal
forming problems, The following rea-
sonable assumptions are madeCll:

• The defomUng material is isotropic
and incompressible.

• The elastic deformations of the
deforming material and of the tool
are neglected.

'. The inertial forces are small and are
neglected.

• The friction shear stress is constant
at the die! material interface and is
defined as in Equation 3 above.

• The material flow criterion is
defined by TRESCA's maximum
shear stress criterion:

where 0'1 and 0'3 are the maximum and
minimum principal stresses respec-
tively.
38 Gear technology

(4)

• The flow stress, D', and the temper-
ature are constant within the
analyzed portion of the deforming
material.

The basic approach for using the slab
method is as follows.

1..The region of materia] undergoing
plastic deformation is identified.
Thus, the boundary between the
elastic and plastic regions of the
workpiece material is identified.

2. One of the three principal stresses
(assuming TRESCA's yield condi-
tion will be used) should be deter-
mined. Inmost cases it will be easy
to determine certain points where
one of the principal stresses must
be zero. Por example, on at simple
forward extrusion process, the ax-
ial.stress should be zero at the exit
of the die. Itwill also be necessary
to determine the nature of this
stress in the deformation zone
(tensile or compressive).

3. In order to apply the TRESCA
yield criterion, the maximum and
minimum principal stresses must
be ascertained.

4. The equilibrium equations of
stresses in the deformation zone
are then formulated assuming the
deformation zone is completely
filled .. Knowing the friction and
flow stress of the material. in the
deformation zone, the load re-
quired for the operation can be
computed.

Case 1: Extrusion, Fig. 2 shows the basic
arrangement of the tooling for ex-
truding a spur or helical gear, as weU as
the friction forces present.

The force required to extrude the gear
is given by.

Fp = F i.d + F", + Ff (5)
where:
Fp = total punch force,
Fid = ideal deformation force,
FsIJ. = forte due to shearing of the

material. at the entry andexit of
the die, and

Ff = friction force along the die walls
and the punch.

The friction force, FE, is equal to the
sum of the friction forces shown in rig.
2. The remaining forces, Fid and fs]"are
computed from measurements of the
flow stress of the material being formed.
Once the total punch force is calculated,
the punch pressure, as well as the radial
pressure in the die cavity, can be deter-
mined. This last parameter is required in
order to determine and compensate for
die deflections.
Case 2: Forging. A typical too] setup for
forging spuror helical gears is given in
Fig. 3 In this case, the slab method is
applied in similar fashion to extrusion,
except that in this case, each tooth can
be thought of as being extrudedindivid-
uaUy, and the total force calculated by
multiplying by the number of teeth in
the gear. The procedure for computa-
tion of loads for forging spiral bevel
gears is also similar. (Fig. 4.)

Generating I:heGear Tooth W!ometry
To define the tooth geometry, certain

gear and/or cutting tool parameters
.be: oedfied S· ..J.J·,..·at d-tmust spec... '.omeaUUltion u oara

pertaining to the mating gear may also
be required in certain instances. All the

, Punch
2 Top I","",
3Conical/Streamline<!

Insert
4 Gear I.,...,

5~hoB<1
6 Reirlforang Ring7_ . -
8 ExtruSlOfl

fig . .2- Tooling arrangement for extruding
parallel axis gears and the associated frlction I

forces.



data required for the computations and
the geometry of the cutting tool can be
obtained from a "summary sheet"
developed by gear designers. With this
data, standard gear equations are used
to calculate the X and Y coordinates of
the points describing the gear tooth
profile.

Cutti.t)g the Die. A common method
of die manufacture is called Electrical

Discharge Machining (EDM). The pro-
cess uses an. electrode, usually made of
graphite or brass, which is the negative
of the die geometry, The electrode is
brought dose to, but not in contact
with, the die material. An electrical cur-
rent is allowed to arc across the gap
which "burns" away the die material.
Another form of this method of manu-
facture is called wire EDM. Current is

1 Inner Punch
2 Outer Punch
3 Top Insert'* Helical Insert

5 Support lnsert
6 Stationa!)' Ring
7 Reinlorcing Ring
8 Ejector

9 Billel
10 Forging

Before Forging Alter Forging

Fig. J - Tooling arrangement for forging parallel axis gears.

BEFORE FORGING
4

AFTE.R FORGING

t R.ngGear
2 Die BonDm (W~h Teeth)'* Punch
6 Doe Holder
B Kick Out RII19

fig ..4 - Tooling arrangement for forging spiral bevel gears.

.2-6 Die Assembly
3 Inner Die Bottom
5 Die Rir>g
7 Preform

passed through a straight wire that
moves in two dimensions, burning the
die geometry as it moves .. Spur and
straight bevel gear rues are the only ones
which can be cut using the wir-e EDM
process. In all cases, a corrected set of
gear tooth profile coordinates is needed.
Under contract from the United States
Army Tank-Automotive Command,
Battelle Columbus Division engineers
developed two computer programs
which calculate corrected gear tooth
geometries and assist in :theoverall die
design pr-ocess. These programs, called.
SPBEVL and GeARDt are used for
spiral bevel gear forging and spur/hel-
ical gear extrustion I forging respec-
tively.

Computer Program "GEARDl" ..The
main functions of GEARDI are

• Define the exact tooth form of a
spur or helical gear,

• Compute the forming load re-
quired to produce the current gear
design,

• Compute the coordinates of the
corrected gear geometry necessary
for machini.ng LheEDM electrodes
by taking into account the change
in the die geometry due to temper-
ature differentials, load stresses,
and shrink fitting, ..and,

• Determine the specifieatiorts ofa
tool which can cut the.altered tooth
geometry on a conventional hob-
bing or shaper cutter machine.

This program enables the user to,de-
sign spur and helical gears, predict tool-
ing loads and pressures.estimate metal
flow for forming the gear, and define
the geometry required to manufacture
the tooling using conventionalor wire
EDM. Several examples of gears cur-
rently being forged in industry were
tested in the GEARDI computer pro-
gram. The predicted forging loads were
within acceptable limits of the actual
loads measured during production
runs.

GEARDI is an interactive, graphics-
oriented program which was developed
on a Digitial Equipment Corporation
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VAX 1 VMS 11/750 computer. It is a
menu-driven program that allows the
user to 'select various options from a.
pre-defined list. The GEARDI program
has powerful application possibilities,
not only in the area of metal forming,
but also in the area of gear and gear
train design, with its ability to design
hobs and shaper cutters and to modify
the fillet from a trochoidal shape to a
circular shape.

Computer Program ·'SPBEVI.:'..The
main functions of the computer pro-
gram "SPBEVL" are

'. Determiae the tooth geometry for
spiral bevel gears and pinions
normally machined on Gleason
generators. The full irnplementa-
tion in the program is for FOR-
MA JElM gears only. This is ac-
complished by an analysis of the
kinematics of the machine, blank
and cutter dimensions, and initial
settings proposed from the Gleason
summary charts.

• Correct the tooth geometry for the
forgirng process parameters, such as
temperature of forging, initial. die
temperatures, etc. The corrections
are made for temperature dilieren-
tials, loading of the dies, die
manufacturing techniques (elec-
trode overbum, shrink-fitting,etc.)

• Give new machine settings, blank,
and tool geometries determined
frem the modified tooth geometry.
These are used to machine the
EDM graphite electrodes on the
same Gleason machines that are
used to cut the gears.

SPBEVL is an interactive gra-
phics program operational on
VAX/V1v1S systems.

EXtrusion Trials
Spur 1Hel..ica1 Gears.. Tooling de-

signed using 'theGEARDI program was
used to conduct spur and helical gear
extrusion trials at Battelle's Columbus
Division using a 700-ton hydraulic
press. These trials were intended to
validate the capabilities of the GEARDI
program and demonstrate the prac-
40 Gear Technology

ticality of extruding parallel axis gears.
The spur gear was a 15 tooth, 5 DP
gear. The gears were extruded using a
"push-through" concept. Each gear is
first partially formed and left in the die
while the punch is retracted. A second
billet is placed on top of the partially
formed gear and the press is cycled
again. During this cycle, the partially
formed gear is finished formed and
pushed through the die, dropping out
the bottom of the die. Fig. 5 shows the
sequence of parts in the tooling. Once
formed, the teeth on the gear are not
machined further. A fixture which
holds the gear on the pitch line of the
teeth is used to finish-machine the inside
and ends of the gear. The spur gear

PARTIALLY
FORl'IED
GEAR

FINISHEDGEAR

Fig. 5 - Sequence of steps in extruding
parallel axis gears.

formed in these trials is intended to be
an AGMA quality class B gear. Mea-
surements taken on the extruded gears
indicated a gear of between AGMA
quality 7 and 8.

The helical gear chosen for the extru-
sion trials was a 32 tooth 10 DP gear
with a helix angle of 30°. During the
forming trials, several dies were clam-
aged from internal tooth breakage. This
was due largely to the relatively high
helix angle and the fine pitch of the part ..
Several die designs were used before
parts were finally extruded sucoessfully.
Yet even these gears were observed to
have poor surface finish and were less
accurate than desired ..

Spiral Bevel Gear. Refer to Fig. 4 for
a schematic of some initial forging tool-
ing. The preform geometry is given in
Fig. 6 ..Hot work steel.H-13 was used as
the die material. Six electrodes were
needed for the spark erosion of the die.
The gear forging trials were conducted
at Eaton Corporation's Forging Division
in Marion, Ohio. A 3,(X)ij).ton,mechan-
ical forging press was used for the trials,
based upon a forging load estimate of
2,500 tons. The preforms were ma-
chined for these trials, though they
could be made by forming methods.
The preforms were heated in an induc-
tion coil that was specifically designed
for this purpose. The preform was
heated for 200 seconds under a protec-
tive atmosphere to the required forging
temperature of 2,OOO°F(1,093°C). The
forging loads were monitored using

1------ 7.280 -------1
(184:912 i'nm)

1.001 (25~ mm) 6.0lI0 -:- ---1
(l54."32mm)

I---------~ 9.920 ----------l
(25196a """)

I
NOTE: RADII .375 UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
Preform Material: 8620 Steel

Fig. 6 - Preform geometry for spiral bevel gear forgillg.
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load transducers attached to the frames
of the press.

Die lubrica~ion, used during the forg~
Lng trials, consisted primarily of a
water-base graphite material sprayed
with pressurized air ..After forging, the
gears wer placed teeth down in a sand-
grapite mixture to reduce oxidation of
the teeth during cooling. The back sur-
faces were still left exposed to the air so
that the cooling rates would not be ex-
cessively slow. Gears were forged with
a machining allowance of O.OO7~(0.178
mm) on both tooth surfaces. A specially
designed nest located the teeth so that
the back surfaces are machined to be
reference surfaces. This reference sur-
face was used in the finish machining of
the teeth in a conventional gear cutting
machine.

The forged and machined gear was
checked! ina Zeiss coordinate measuring
machine ..Fig ..'J shows the relative devi-
ation of the forged tooth profile as com-
pared to a "master gear tooth" produced
by conventional machining. Note that
the relative error at the center of the pro-
file is zero; i.e., the variations were mea-
sured relative to 'the center of the coast
and' drive surface of the master gear.
The maximum variation was 0.003"
(0.0762 mm), This difference can be
easily compensated for in the machining
of the pinion.

The above procedure was repeated to
forge a 16~ ring gear. These trials
showed the applicability of the above
approach in designing dies fOI" spiral
bevel gear forging.

Conclusions & Future Work
Parallel Axis Gearing. The GEARDI

program has demonstrated the feasibil-
ity of extruding and forging spur and
helical gears ..Several U.S. gear manu-
facturers are currently using this pro-
gram to design their dies on an ongoing
basis. Still, there is much to be deter-
mined concerning the l:imitsof this pro-
cess in terms of part geometry and pro-
cess conditions. Those companies which
currently are forming gears using this
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fig. i-Zeiss gear tooth plots comparing the tooth Iorrn variation of a forged gear versus the cut
master gear.

technology have gamed considerable
experience to date. There is a definite
learning curve which 'one must travel in
order to get into the business of forming
gears. Research is still needed in many
areas in order to generally quantify the
process, including the following:

• gear materials which are formable,
• lubrication,
• tool life,
• variance in part dimensions be-

tween the first and last pieces from
OJ given tool set, and

• limitations on part geometry.
The GEARDI program should also

be improved to run on other computers,
11. ef ied i bil" t odihaswei asrm t iruts a lty om _uy

the fill.et Iormand to more accurately
estimate forming loads and generate die
corrections.

Bevel Gearing. One of the major
problems in spiral bevel gear forgi.ng is
the extension of the above approach to
other types of spiral bevel gears (gen-
erated tooth, [or example). Though the
modifications of the tooth surface can
perhaps be determined by a rigorous
mathematical treatment of the problem,
the cost factor for making dies with an
electrode to be machined in a five-axis
machine is still unknown. Further, the
computer-aided methods should con-

sider the distortion of the gear tooth
during cooling ..Tool life is another un-
known factor. The fact that spiral bevel
gears are forged around the world (with
or without using the above method) is
an indication that the method suggested
in this article will be a good first step for
the initial design of the dies without
much trial and error. The future work
is currently directed towards extending
the above concept to gears that are cut
with both modified roll and tilt mecha-
nisms using Gleason machines.
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TRANSMISSION ERRORS ...
(continued from page 13)
process of its generation. That may be accomplished by a
computer-controlled machine for cutting.

Synihesis of Spiral Bevel Gears with at Predesigned
Parabolic Function of Transmission Errors

Generally, spiral bevel gears generated on Gleason
machinery are designed and manulactured with non-
conjugate tooth surfaces. By varying the machine tool. set-
tings, -it is possible to obtain. a lead function of transmissien
errors, a parabolic function with pinion lagging, or a
parabolic function with gear lagging. Only a parabolic func-
tion with gear lagging is good for applications. The problem
encountered is that it is very difficult to reduce the level of the
parabolic function of transmission errors with gear lagging.
Litvin et al.(S) proposed a method for generation of spiral
bevel gears with conjugate tooth surfaces, Gears with such
surfaces can transform rotation with constant gear ratio.
Since the gear misalignment will cause a piece-wise linear
function of transmission errors, it is necessary to predesign
even for conjugate spiral bevel gears a parabolic function of
transmission errors. Sucha function will. absorb the linear
function of transmission errors. This goal can be achieved by
modifying of the pinion tooth surface slightly. This is done
by varying the machine tool settings for the conjugate gear
tooth surfaces ..

Rearranging (1), we can obtain

¢Z(¢l) = Nl ¢l + tJ.·¢2(¢l)
Nz

Differentiating (9) by ¢1, we obtain

mZl (¢1) = NI + tJ.¢i(¢l)
Nz

where mll (4)1) is the instantaneous gear ratio.
Differentiating again (10) by ¢l' we receive

(12)

To obtain a parabolic function with gear lagging, the
value of mZl must be negative.

The determination of machine tool settings is based on the
local synthesis of the gears. This synthesis is based on the
following ideas: (i) The gear tooth surfaces are in contact at
the chosen mean point. (ii) The instantaneous gear ratio at
the mean contact point is equal to the given value. (iii) The
derivative of m;n is a negative that yi.elds a predesigned
parabolic function with gear lagging. (iv) The tangent to the
path contact has the prescribed direction. (In the discussed
case the above-mentioned tangent is directed along the sur-
face.) (v) The principal. 'curvatures and directions of the gear
tooth surfaces must be related to satisfy the requirements to
mZl, the direction of the tangent, and the dimensions o·fthe
contact ellipse, The meshing of the gears and their bearing
contact in the region of meshing can be investigated by the
TCA (Tooth Contact Analysis) Prcgram.P'
Example 4. The pinion is right-handed, Nl = 10, N2 = 41,
diametral pitch is 5..559" in -1, pinion roo t angle is lZO1:
gear root angle is 72°25',. mean spiral angle is 35°.

Table 7 shows the basic machine tool settings for con-
jugate gears and for gears with the predesigned parabolic
function. The transmission errors for the gear convex side
(drive side) when the gears are not misaligned are given in
Table 8..Table 9 shows the resulting transmission errors for
the gears with the crossing offset 0.002". Table 10 shows the
resulting transmission errors for the gear convex side w.ith
the shift of the pinion axis 0.'002". The transmission errors
in both cases are represented by a parabolic function.

The bearing contact of the synthesaed gears is shown in
Fig. 12.

(13)

Conclusion
Modified tooth surfaces for spur, helical, and spiral bevel

gears with a predesigned parabolic function of transmission
errors have been proposed. The predesigned function allows
absorption of a linear function of transmission errors that are
caused by misalignment and errors of manufacturing,
Methods for generation of the modified gears have been also
developed.(14)

Gear (LH)
Table 7. Machine-Tool St'lting~.

Pinion (RH)

Both Sides Concave Side

Cutter Radius 3.9571 3 ..8953
Both Cases Conjugate Gears Nonconjugate Gears

Cutter Width 0.08

Swivel

Blade Angle
Machine Root Angle

3.8957

16.7979" 16.5919"
12.0236 12.0236°
3.3153 3.3031

75.1337° 76.8170°
0.00508 0.01391

-0.00041 0.01130
0.00009 -0.00235
0.2375 0..2371

0° 0°
0° 0°

Radial 3.3775

Machine Offset o
Setting Angle 73.6837°

Machine Or. to Back o
Sliding Base o
Ratio of Roll 0.9738
TUt
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TableS. Predesigned !FWlcl:ionof Transmission Errors,

cPtl -17 -11 -5 1 7 13 19

!!.I/'Jz 1"1 -7.66 -3.06 -0.61 -0.02 -1.10 -3.67 -7.60

]
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9. WILDHABER, E.. 1962, Method and Machine for Producing
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Table 9. funotion of Transmission Errors.

Table 10. FuncUon of Transmission Errors.
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GIMI'talke's 'the Ibasslle
lout of ,splir,al beve,l
gear' deburr'ing!

GIMI-MIIUTS,'CHILER
"Ja'kes, the, edge oU."

Our new 600 Series machine combines
rugged construction, state-of-the-art controls
and' a. new design to, form the most flexible gear
deburringlchamf,ering system avaHable .. ,anywhere.
A host ,oTnew features permit manual er automatic
loading or use with an in-line, automated manufac-
turing cell. Eilther way, pneumatic doors assure
dust and noise control. A'otex arms ars standard-
to facilitate quick sst-up and total r,epeatabilliity .
.A siingle machine can de'burr ring ,gears or pinions.

Ask for ·8, free demo'...ne bur,rs aHachedl
Call (70B) 986·11858 • FAX (706)966-0756,
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'GEAIR SOFTWA!RE FOR ~s
• CHANGE GEARS

- Including gear box fit & other extras
• GEAR DESIGN

- Gear geometry
- Over pin and span measure
- Worm or helical form cutter design
- Proteberaace and semi-top

* WIRE EDM
- Gear molds: form design & NC output

• CUSTOM SOFTWARE or SERVICE
- Eccentric gearing design
- Non-involute forms, spur and: helical
- Cutting tools, hobs& shaper cutters

P.G,S, CORPORATION
17114 Tarrytown Avenue SOfTWARE ENGINEERINGSER'lICE

Crofton, MD 21114 2801' Ridge Avenue
II Voice (301) 858-1910 Rockford,lL 61103

"- --': I,ll!..,' D_a_l_a._{3_0_')_7_21_·'-_10_7_6 ....I L. p_h_O_ne_{_8_115_) _96_3-_'_176.; 0_' __ --'

GEAR ESTIMATING
PROCffiS PlANNING
OPERATION SHEETS
Free Information on the

Wor/d:Y Best Selling System.

IP.G.S.
REMOTE OlEAR, DESIGN

Use your PC and modem and our soft-
ware library to achieve optimum gear
design in record time.

• Standard 8. non-standard gears
• Parallel, bevel 8. skewed gears
• Wormgears & Epicyclic trains
• Special performance gears

User friendly programs offer the greatest
support, design freedom, and optimiza-
tion capability.

CIRCLE A-22 ON READER REPLYCARD CIRCLE A-.23 ON READER REPLYCARD CIRCLE .A-24 ON READER IREPLYCARD

MANUFACTURERS TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
59, IN'fERSTATE DRIVE

WEST SPRINGFIEUD, MA 01089'
(413)733-19'72

FAX (413)]39.,9250

SOPHISTICATED GEAR IHARDENING
FIILLSERVICE HEAT liREATERS SPECIALI'ZING INI
• Induction and FlameHardening

- Internal & External Natco GearHaroening
- Coil Induction Hardening
- Gear, Shaft &' Roll Rame Hardening

I' Aerospace SpecCarburizing & Hardening
- Gleason Press Quenching
- large 4SK72x36 Integral Quench Furnaces
- HQt OilQuenching
- Deep126in.PitFurnace

• Subzero Treatment • Aluminum
I Military Specifications • Stainless
I Metallurgical Consulting

I~ Th.'e.C1r1C1.. 'nnau,'.SteelTreaHngCo.5701 Mariemont Avenue
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227

The Symbol Gf (513) 271·3173
Ouallty & Service Fax (513) 27M510

Contour'lnduct'ion
Hardenilng Sp,ecialists

Spur, helical and beve#gears

Our gear hardening equipment
includes 4 NATCO submerged
process machines and 3 AJAX
CNC-controlled gear scanning
rnachi nes. We can also too ito
meet any production need. Write
for a free brochure.

Amerinn !Metal Tf,eating 'Company
1043 East 62ndl Street
Cleveland, OH 44103

(216)431-4492
Fax: (216)431-1508

~!,~ .... -.... I, ,

. -.. '" ""-'----.......,. -

GEAR HOBS, CUTTERS
GEAR MACHINES

Hobs and Gear Shaper Cutters in stockl
GEAR MAC'HINES,

at LOWEST PRICES EVERI
GEAR "OBS

2 - 5 MODULE, 3 -161DP
GEAR SHAPE A ClJTTERS

4 - 24 DP

CIRCLE A-25 ONI READE:RREP:lYCARD CIRCLE A-26 ON READER IREP:lYCARD CIRCLE A-27 ON ;READER REPLYCARD

Rates: Line Classified - per inch •.$175
CI'assified Display - per inch ( 3" min.)
1X-$140,3X-$t30, 6)(-$1.20. Type will be
sel 10 advertiser's layout or Gear
Technology wlHset type at no extra
charge.
46 GearTechnol'ogy

P,ayment: Full payment must accompany
classified ads. Send check or Visa/Master-
card number and expiration date to:
Gear Technology, P.O. Box 1426,
Elk Grove Village, u, 60007.
Agency Comm'lssion: No agency commi-
sian on classifieds.

! ! ! SPECIAL! ! !
NEW GEAR HOBBER

20" DIAMETER x 9.5" FACE
$18,995,00

CALL NOW FOR MORE DETAJLS
PHONE (213,) 933-7191 FAX (213) 933-74B7

~ONTINENTAL INlHIsrRIES IlICO/l."OlfATID
POBOX 36276, lOS ANGeLES, CA_

Materials Deadline: Ads must be received
by the 2St,h of the month, two months
prior to publication .. Acceptance:
Publisher reserves the right to accept or
reject classified advertisements at his
discretion.
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SE CE

PACKEFlIENGINEEFUNG
708/505-S722, ext. 214

BOX 353, NAPERVILLE, IL 60566

IGEARTOOTH
GIRIND.IING SERV,ICES

• Production and IProta~e Quantities
• Specialists in Gear Tooth Grinding
• Albie'to match dellvery to your needs
'. Gear Tooth Grinding Capacity to 27.5

lnch pitch diameters
• All services to AGMA standards

,CERTIFIED GEAR INSPECTION

GEAR TESTING .A'ND
!DESIGN FACIUTIES

• GEAR DESIGN' (NOISE - STRENGTH).
• ROTATING GEAR (TORQUE - SPEED

CONTROL) TEST MACHINES ..
• SINGLE TOOTH BENDING FATIGUE

TESTING.
• STATIISTICAL PLANNING- ANALYSIS.
• WROUGHT STEELS, SINTERED

METALS, NON-METALLIC MATLS.
• CAD FACILITIES FOR lOW COST

SET-UP.
• CUSTOM TEST MACHINE DESIGN.
• EXPERfENCED PERSONNEL.

PRO·GEAR COM~A'NIY,NC.
23, !Dick Road

Depew. INY 1!4043
Pllone (716) 684-3811
fax (116) 684-n17

SaJes Reps. Wanted

CIRCLE A-:2.9 ON REA'DER R..EPLYCARD CIRCLE A-30 ON READER REPLYCARD
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STUDENT LOAN PAYOFF PROGRAM
If you're in default on a guaranteed student loan (FISL, GSL, Stafford,
SLS, or PLUS loan), you may be eligible to pay it back without penalty
or collecuon charges. For information about this special program, call
die guarantee agency thaI holds your loan, orcall the U.S. Dcpanmem
of Edueation's toll-Ieee number: (800) 333-lNFO.

HELP WAN
SENIOR PRODUCT rNGrNlIlI: $4S.()110 10 $60.000
TransmiSSIOn Gears, Sp~nes ClutchesfBands. Ehlclrornc
Soltware. Malh·MocIeli.ng. Fimt.e E.lement.
MANUFACllIRING ENGmEER: $45.000 to $60.000.
GearlSpfine Machining. Weklfng', HeatTreating. Transfer
unes.
TEST ENGlN1ER: S52.0CMl. NOise, Vibration and
Harshness. Structural Analysis. Calibrallon &
Mainlana_nee.
MANAGER OF MANUFACTURING IENGINEERING:
$82.000. Gear Manufactunng
M.A_N_A_GEROF SHOP OPERATIONS: SSS.OOOIBonus.
HydroS1abc TransmiSSIOns/Fluid Power.
GEAR METALLURGIST: $40.000
Contact: .Ann HUllSIICkur.:Excei AssOCIates. P.O. Box 5:20.
Cordova. TN 38018 or call (!lOll 757'9600

SALES
IDetroit area tier one manufacturer
has permanent openings ill sales.

, Mus! have own contacts in one of the fOllowing:
O.E.M. Automotive

Agricultural
Aftermarket

Truck - Bus - Off Road

Sell general machining aM gears.

'Capac;ty Available"
Send resume and salaty history 10:

RIEEF IBAKER CORPORATI'ON
27322 23 Mile Rd.

Mt. Clemens, Mich. 48045
EQUAL OPPORTUNI,TY EMPLOYER

PRESERVATION
PLAN ON [1
Write:
National Trust
for Historic Preservalion
Department PA
1785 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
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ADVERTISERS' INDEXGEAR' TECHNOLOGY

,~ Booth ,6051
~' American Pf'auler

925 Estes Avenue'
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
(708) 640-7500

Booth 16195
f'romag GmbH
c 10 Roy Kemp and Associates
6404 White Oaks Road
Harvard, It 60033
(815) 943-3300

a Boolh5163
W MiLubishi HeavylndlJStries, LId.

1500 Michael Drive
Wood Dale, IL 60191
(708) 860-4220

G.··.,·,'rc.. A Booth #8228
IW James Engineering

11707 McBean Drive
El Monte, CA9173:2
(BIB) 442-2898

am. B?Olh 162,75
'trl'J11 Normae, Inc.

P.O. Box 69
Ard n, NC 2,8704
(704) 684-1002

Booth~6192
Cirna USA, Division of CDPM, Inc.
501 Southlake Blvd.
Richmond. VA 23236
(804) 794-9764

Booth 18209
Cosa Corporation
17 Philips Parkway
Montvale, NJ 07645
1201) 391-0700

A Booth ,3710
'W' M & M Precis,ion Systems

300 Progress Road
West Carrollton, OH 45449
(513) 859-8273

A Booth 16051
'ff!iIII' Pb,ule:r-Ma.a,g Cutting Tools

1351 Windsor Road
Loves Park, 1161132
(815) 877-8900

1D..,.."P'1.,. Booth 16166
Mikron
1525 Holmes Road
Elgin, IL 60123
(708) B8S-3828

a Booth ,1548
'«gJI Redin Corporation

1817 - 18th Ave.
Rockford. 1161104
(6Ui1396-1010

Booth #6128
FellowsCorporatlen
Precision Dri.ve/P.O. Box 851
Springfield, VT 05156-0851
(80Z) 886-6333

The plane is still standard equioment in workshops. It still does its job like nothing else. • Fr6mag has
built its reputation on 40 years of good ideas. In the sixties we developed the fastest keyseating machine
in the world. In 1975 Our digital control was the sensation of the Paris EMO Machine Tool Exhibition. '. To-
day our eNG-controlled machines are the leaders in the market. The workpiece recognition module and
the self-diagnosis system provide state-ol-me-art keyseating. lhese innovations, combined with our com-
plete production program and excellent service. have made us Number One worldwide.
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EFFICIENTLY AND EASILY, OFF MACHI

NORMAC
CBNS PROFILING CENTER

M_ .. LS.A ...... leal 1\0.4.559.9191

The Nonnac CONS Profiling Center is ideal for
off-machine trueing and re-forming of eRN
grinding wheel . and form dressing conventional
grinding wheels. The CBNS features the FOR·
MASTER grinding wheel profiler with a general
numeric SHIM eNe, and a variable speed wheel
spindle y. ith capacity for up to 18" (457 mm) di-

ameter grinding wheels up to 2" (50 rnrn) wide.
The FORM ASTER uses a variable speed rotary
diamond dressing wheel. the trueing method
recommended by CBN grinding wheel manufac-
turers. The CBNS can also be used for pre-
forming production grinding wheels to save ex-
pensive production machine time.

NORMAe,I"Io/C.
P.O. Box 69

Arden. SC 28704
Phon: (7()41ftS.'-IOO2

Fax: 17(4)684.1384

NORM,\C. rNc.
P.O. 80x 207
;'Ijorth~ille. MI48167
Phone: (313)349·2M~
Fax: 13131349·1440

See us at the IMTS Shaw, 'Booth #6215.
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With advanced technology, Mitsubishi
realised at HiSh Speed, Higb Accuracy
Gear Hobbingand Gear Shaping Machin
in a real compact design ..
In the hobbing machine, Mitsubishj·
developed feed forward servo system,

,gives high, speed synchronization of hob
and table and the silent shaft mechanism
provides 2000 strokes, per minute speed
with 'unnoticeable vibration to the
shaping machine.
Sid~"side installation is made possible

due to the fiush side surfaces.
An advantageousreature for desigrung
fMS, production lines.
For more ,exciting; details, please oontact
eur office' below.

D:IAHOB
GIB110CNC

, ,MIT"SUBISHI
,,_ IHEAVY INDUSIRIES, ILTID.

&1. M!!rYfIOychi 2-chome. Ch,yod ,ku. Tokyo. Japan
Cable Address: HISHIJU TOKYO

IDIASH1A!PE
ISC-15C, 'e

See, us ,at Booth, #5,163.

:i)IMTS'i@
1be MIt! allIIIIII!fxIIIIng .
sfiw,belS -13.19'}J • ~.11Ims, USA

Mitsubishi IHeavyInd'ust.ri .. America, Inc.
1500 Michael Drove. Wood Dale. ILLINOIS 60191 Phooe:. (7081860-4220

•

Mitsub'shii International Corporation
1500 MIChael Drive. Wood Oal . ILLlNQIS 60191 l'I1one: (708) 860..t222


